
Stretching the bungee cord: but how far exactly? 
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Experiment Summary 

The purpose of our experiment was to find out if the bungee cord had a stretch constant for 
any given cord length, keeping the mass that allowed the cord to stretch constant. The reason 
we need to find this out is so we can calculate the projected cord stretch of an egg, which has a 
constant mass, before we let the egg drop. In our experiment, we measured how far one cord 
would stretch with a constant mass attached to the bottom. We attached the mass to the cord 
and let it slowly drop down until the cord was stretched to its maximum amount. We repeated 
this with various lengths of the cord, and analyzed our data of stretch, length, and weight of the 
attached mass. After graphing our data, we found a nonlinear trend relating the original cord 
length and the weight divided by stretch length (stretch constant) of the cord for each trial, 
modeled by the equation: (stretch constant (N/m))=1.3483/(cord length)+0.3001. Our 
uncertainty for this relationship based on variability of our data was relatively small (the 
standard error for the slope was 0.07), so we were able to conclude that with a constant mass, 
there is a direct correlation between cord length and stretch constant. 

Diagram 

 

Figure 1 

The cord is hanging from a horizontal bar, as shown in the diagram. When the weight is tied to 
the bottom of the cord, the weight moves towards the ground, and we measure how far it 
moves. 
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Recorded Data 

All trials with a .1kg (.98N) weight 
Unstretched Cord Length (+/-.002m) 0.314 0.609 1.125 0.163 0.914 
Cord Stretch (+/-.002m) 0.193 0.405 0.717 0.117 0.572 
Weight/Cord Stretch (N/m)  5.078 2.420 1.367 8.376 1.713 
1/Unstretched Cord Length (1/m)  3.185 1.642 0.889 6.135 1.094 

Figure 2 

After hanging weights from the cord at five different lengths, as shown in bold on the table, we 
measured the length of the stretched cord and subtracted the unstretched length to find the 
stretch. The weight (mass*9.8) divided by cord stretch is a variable that we want to prove to be 
a stretch constant; we want to see that it varies only with cord length with a constant mass. The 
inverted cord length was used to linearize our data; when we plotted it against cord stretch, 
there was a linear relationship. 

Graphs 

 

Figure 3 

 

Figure 4 

SC = 1.5548L-0.953  
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Weight/Cord Stretch vs Length with constant mass

SC = 1.3483/L + 0.3001
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Our first graph shows a correlation between our “stretch constant” value and the unstretched 
cord length, but it is not linear. We found the inverses of each cord length to linearize the 
correlation, and we found an equation to find or stretch constant for and desired cord length. 
Our second graph is the linearized version of our first one. We linearized the relationship so if 
we were given a cord length to do a future experiment, we could solve directly for the 
predicted stretch constant value.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 5 

Figure 5 is a section of the regression model we created based off our data graphed in figure 4, 
showing the slope of the graph, y intercept, and the standard errors for both values. The small 
standard error for our linear model, is evidence toward the equation’s accuracy, and the 
intercept is close enough to 0 where the difference appears to be experiment error. 

 

 

 

Experimental Value of Interest and Uncertainty 

Relationship of stretch constant 
(k) (N/m)and cord length (L) (m) 

Standard Error of the relationship 
of stretch constant and cord length 

SC = 1.3483/L + 0.3001 
 

0.072916 

Figure 6 

The goal of this experiment was to find out how to get our SC (stretch constant) value from a 
given length, so this experimental value shows us how to get there. The standard error of the 
graph’s slope, and of the relationship, shows that our data strongly fits with the modeled 
relationship because of the low value.  

Error 

Since the bungee cord doesn’t follow Hooke’s law and have a sole spring constant, we don’t 
have a theoretical equation to compare our values to, but there are a few areas we could have 
improved. Our knot connecting the weight and cord was relatively big, which doesn’t give an 
accurate reading on the cord stretch for the area between the knot and the weight. Also, our 

  Value 
Standard 

Error 
y-Intercept 0.30014 0.236197 
 
Slope of 
Trendline 1.348266 0.072916 



cord may have loosened up during the experiment, so our late data may be less accurate than 
our early data, or vice versa. 

Quantitative Summary 

The equation relating SC and x is our main takeaway from this experiment as it gives us a way to 
choose a length that will drop the egg as close to the ground as possible. We know the total 
displacement of the egg will be L plus X(the cord stretch to its resting equilibrium with the 
weight) plus Z(the distance the egg goes past the equilibrium. We can solve for the velocity 
when freefall turns to cord stretching with kinematic equations, and set the total energy at that 
point (.5mv^2+.5kx^2) equal to the potential energy when the ball stops at the bottom 
(.5(SC)z^2). Because of our experiment we can solve for the SC’s in this equation, and with a 
known optimal total displacement, we can find our special cord length.  


